Integrating microgrid polarimeters on focal plane array (FPA) of an infrared detector causes non-uniformity of polarization response. In order to reduce the effect of polarization non-uniformity, this paper constructs an experimental setup for capturing raw flat-field images and proposes a procedure for acquiring non-uniform calibration (NUC) matrix and calibrating raw polarization images. The proposed procedure takes the incident radiation as a polarization vector and offers a calibration matrix for each pixel. Both our matrix calibration and two-point calibration are applied to our mid-wavelength infrared (MWIR) polarization imaging system with integrated microgrid polarimeters. Compared with two point calibration, our matrix calibration reduces non-uniformity by 30~40% under condition of flat-field data test with polarization. The ourdoor scene observation experiment indicates that our calibration can effectively reduce polarization non-uniformity and improve the image quality of our MWIR polarization imaging system.
Introduction
Passive infrared imaging systems have been widely used in the areas of military, space exploration and security surveillance. Because infrared imaging system depends on temperature difference between target and background [1] [2] [3] [4] , sometime infrared imaging is constrained by the smoke decoy and fog haze [5] 。 As an innovative imaging technique, infrared polarization imaging technique can effectively detect and recognize the target by using the polarization signature of manmade target [6] [7] [8] . Infrared polarization imaging system has many advantages such as oppressing background clutters and making targets prominent, passing through the heavy smoke and even seeing through an obstacle in battlefield, recognizing camouflage and stealth [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Infrared polarization imaging system has witnessed recent 30 years and several techniques have been proposed including the use of rotating polarizers, rotating wave plates or snapshot that measures three or four Stokes parameters in a single frame [15, 16] . Traditional, sequential polarization imaging produces scenes with polarization information through a series of assembled images. However, snapshot polarization imaging such as micro polarizer arrays collects the spatial distribution of all four Stokes' parameters simultaneously [6, 8, 16, 17] . An infrared polarization imaging system with integrated microgrid polarizers has non-uniform problem. This problem mainly results from detector noise and manufacturing and assembly errors of microgrid polarimeters. All those factors will affect the image quality and degrade the probability of detection and recognition.
There are many non-uniformity calibration (NUC) methods for conventional infrared image [3, 4] . They only need to consider the intensity calibration and do not need to pay attention to the polarization calibration. Polarization imagery obtained with integrated microgrid polarimeters, necessitates polarization nonuniform calibration.
Therefore, this paper focuses on non-uniformity calibration for mid-wavelength infrared MWIR polarization imagery obtained with integrated microgrid polarimeter. An MWIR polarization imaging system with integrated microgrid polarimeters is introduced, an experimental setup for capturing flat-field images is constructed, and calibration results are analyzed. 
Our MWIR polarization imaging system with integrated microgrid polarimeters
Our MWIR polarization imaging system can capture the raw polarization direction-select images. The diagram of our polarization infrared imaging system is shown in Fig.1 . The micro grid polarimeters are composed of quad wire grid polarizers. Quad wire grids have been placed directly onto the detector surface.
Microgrid has been integrated directly onto the FPA in an orientation that optimizes extinction ratio performance. Each orientation covers a single pixel and is repeated across the entire array. Quad wire grid has Polarization direction clock-wisely as 0°, 45°,90°,135°.The layout is shown as Fig.2 . -Degree of Linear Polarization DOLP: Square Root (S1*S1+ S2*S2) / S0.
Experimental results and analysis

Experimental setup for capturing flat-field images
Our polarization infrared imaging system can capture the raw scene image and resolve polarization component of single pixel corresponding to incident radiation. In order to correct the nonuniformity of the MWIR polarization imaging system, this paper constructs a polarization NUC experiment system. This system consists mainly of an area source blackbody, an infrared polarization generator and an infrared polarization imaging system. It is also including an image acquisition system installed on a rugged computer.
The area blackbody projects a uniform radiation which can be set by its controller. The blackbody is manufactured by Electro Optical Industries Inc. The polarization generator can transform the incident blackbody radiation to polarized radiation in arbitrary angle by rotating the polarizer amounted on a high precision rotatable stage. The image acquisition system can capture raw images by LVDS data interface. The experiment is arranged as follows and its layout is shown as Fig.3 . hod to correct the eld is almost fla hown in Fig.4 From the Fig.5 , we can see that our method can correct the same incident flat-field radiation more flat than the conventional two point correction.
Field experimental result for NUC
By the above constructed setup, the calibration matrix A are acquired at temperature 20°C and 40°C, respectively in four polarizer rotating angle to 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°. We apply the calibration matrix to different scenes. The calibration results are show as follows: As shown in Fig.6 , the 0 s images and the DoLP images are achieved by applying the correction matrix which come from 20°C and 40°C flat-field images with rotating polarizer in four angles such as 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°. Generally, the radiation images are similar. The reason can be explained. In Stokes vector, the component of S0 denotes the radiation of the scene, so the image of S0 is similar to the image of two point correction.
Totally, Fig.6 shows that all the correction effect of our matrix correction. This proves the validity of our experimental setup and the proposed procedure for applying correction matrix to MWIR Polarization imaging system with integrated microgrid polarimeters.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper constructs an experimental setup for capturing the raw flat-field images and proposes a procedure for the correction matrix to correct the non-uniformity of MWIR Polarization imaging system with integrated microgrid polarimeters. NUC images with good image quality prove the validity of our experimental setup and the proposed procedure for measuring correction matrix of MWIR polarization imaging system.
Compared the radiation intensity image and DoLP image with conventional two point correction, the effect of our method is similar to but not remarkable prior to conventional two point NUC. From compute formula of stokes, the dark current and the radiation from system itself are brought into the S0 component ,this all will make the S0 be larger than really incident radiation intensity and the DoLP corresponding to each pixel be less to really DoLP.
We will measure the effect affected by FPA dark current and the radiation of system itself, and then find a way to eliminate the influence.
